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Up to 20
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Secure Connection

Tor HS

Darknet Markets
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TelegramPastebin
Darknet

Web-IQ Secure Cloud
Secure Connection

Web-I-Cube
Customer Premises

Search and Explore

The online content of the darknet markets, forums etc. is downloaded via 
the crawlers and saved on the servers of Web-IQs headquarters. From 
there, it is transferred via a secured online connection or completely 
offline via a data carrier onto the Web-I-Qube, as the client chooses, 
where up to 20 investigators can analyse the content at the same time 
offline. The datasets are updated on a regular basis. When updating, the 
old pages are saved as historical evidence so you can see if there were 
any changes made to a specific site or profile.

THE DARKNET AND ITS MARKETS - SERVED IN A BOX

Using open source intelligence gathered from open web pages and internet advertisements to build up 
profiles that may lead to human trafficking or money laundering.

A series of highly usable add-ons are available, such as Safe City, which regionalises intelligence. Structured 
datasets from both clear and dark internet pages, forums and marketplaces can provide you with risk 
scores shown with easy to understand graphics visualising the results, trends, any contact information and 
even locations, whenever it has been stored or used in any online advertisements, posts and comments 
published.

mh Service | Offline Darknet Analysis
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W E B-I - Q U B E

ANALYSE THE DARKNET AND ITS MARKETS OFFLINE

The anonymity of the darknet has proven to attract criminal minds discussing subjects, activities and opportunities that threaten your organisation, 
your city, your country or your brand, making investigations a tough challenge. Until now using this openly available, but very much unorganised set 
of data, was difficult. With our Web-I-Qube we make investigations easier by providing a platform that allows you to analyse online content offline, 
which can be required by law, or helpful when working in sensitive or specialist areas such as child pornography or terrorism.

• Analyse online content offline
• Full control over the data
• Intuitive user interface
• Your very own intelligence department on your premises
• Up to 20 examiners at the same time
• Notifications, alarms, insights, full text and keywords

search, data snapshots, API access

The solution
Our solution is optimised for the analysis of social networks, the Darknet and 
its markets, enables targeted profiling and better analysis of general market 
trends. Automated risk scores help to set priorities for faster investigation 
results. This hardware-software combination even allows offline analysis of 
the darknet by providing up-to-date data and login information of darknet 
forums and markets, you can regularly download a complete summary or 
dataset to your Web-I-Qube server and analyse it offline. Therefore, there 
is no need to log in to the Darknet yourself. You can work on and observe 
through the eyes and hands of Web-IQ. The analysis tool supports full text 
search and advanced filtering like date range queries, geo location filters, 
category selections on documents, images, videos, posts, user profiles, 
websites etc. The intuitive user interface means that anyone who can use 
Google can use the Web-I-Qube and directly start working the moment you 
take it out of the box!

The hardware
To use all the advantages that come with this investigation software, it is 
necessary to have high-end hardware at your disposal. To maximise the 
processing speed on one hand, and on the other hand to have a rapid data 
transfer. Maybe you have no dedicated server room to assure a powerful 
operation in your department - this is why mh Service has developed 
a unique and powerful server dedicated for the Voyager software. It 
offers the full power of a server, whilst being optimised for use in the 
office thanks to its small dimensions and low volume working level. The                         
Web-I-Qube is easy to scale, adding more hardware is easy and in most 
cases possible even while it’s running.

The Web-I-Qube is the new gold standard in internet and darknet forensics and analysis.

This powerful server solution with pre-installed and pre-configured OSINT (open source intelligence) analysis software is ready to work right out 
of the box!
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Quality at its best! Full 36 months warranty on 
all our mh Service hardware products
(extendable to 60 months on request).
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